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3d virtual tabletop kickstarter

data-provider-name=YouTube&gt;Below is some information about an earlier mobile app. This app is badass. — Steve Helt, Paizo RPG Superstar 2013 To play table roleplaying games such as Dungeons &amp; Dragons or Pathfinder. The 3D Virtual Tabletop can also be used for almost any board game
where you move game counters or chips on the game board. Look at your characters and monsters in all their glory, standing tall on their miniature bases, to face their enemies up front. You can literally see a giant rise over your image, making its defeat, and your victory, so much sweeter. They look like
pawn-style miniatures you'd have on the right table. Coupled with the way they sit on the map, it really evokes the feel and atmosphere of the table that plays a role. Swipe up or down the screen with your finger 2 fingers to change the angle you're looking down at the table top. You can even go all the way
to the top-down view, for a more tactical assessment of the battle. With zoom and touch to navigate the map, even humungous maps are a breeze to use on a small device like a phone. Zoom in on the action or zoom in to get around. Keep a sense of mystery by revealing a map from the fog of war as the
characters explore. It works great over a multi-player network connection where GM can see a muted view of what's hidden. It can also be used on one device in the middle of the table that everyone is looking at, where the hidden areas are completely black. There's no need to set complicated blocking
layers and vision ranges, just move your finger over the square to hide or detect it. As a convenience you can also hide or discover the entire map at once.3D Virtual Tabletop works on iPads, iPhones, iPods and Android tablets and phones. No matter what device you're on, you can connect with other
people to share the table top. it doesn't matter which device they use either. Pick up where you left your last session by loading a scenario that was saved at the end of the game. To fill out a map with your opponents in advance, and hide them with the fog of war, ready to surprise those stupid enough to
get in. You can carry an exciting battle in seconds by loading something you've prepared earlier, to keep up the pace in the game. Give all the thumbnails on the map their proper name, and you can change it as the battle gos on to mark all kinds of conditions or special effects. This is great for both
players who identify what opponents they're looking for, and for GMs to track what's going on. Thumbnails can be automatically marked with their name when you set them up or start emptying them to make it easier to write your own tag. You can choose whether to show labels or not, whatever best suits



your game. There are more than 100 different thumbnails included in the 3D Virtual Table Table. You are obliged to find something there you can use to start playing right away.it comes with a dozen cards to begin, from a secluded library a bustling tavern, even a spaceship's connecting room. Import your
own miniature portraits from a picture on your device or even take pictures with your camera and use them in the game. Importing your own maps gives you unlimited regions to explore. By tapping the button, you can customize the square grid to make it the right size. The preview at the bottom of the
screen allows you to move the grid to line it up perfectly. You can also use hex gridded maps by setting the size when you import a map and then turning off snap-to-grid when using it on the table. Images can come from your mobile device or you can take pictures of the map or terrain you set up and
travel through it within the 3D Virtual Table Mechanism. When you sign in with Google+ maps and thumbnails you've imported, they sync. This means you can sign in to 3D Virtual Tabletop on any other device, and your maps and thumbnails will be available for use. It even works on all platforms. If you
import your own thumbnail to your iPad, you can sign in to your Android tablet and then it will download a new thumbnail to your Android device and you can put it on the desktop board. The official desktop provider for Darkraven games Maps used in the screenshots are from Darkraven Games,
Dramascape and Lord Zsezse Works. Tabletop Connect is a 3D virtual tabletop that lets you connect with friends to play RPGs just like you are at the right table. The Creator: Carl Pinder is a veteran game dev, who has spent 15 years in the gaming industry working on titles including Might and Magic,
Tony Hawk, Medal of Honor, Spider-man and Call of Duty. His hobby experience goes back to the early '80s. Project: Tabletop Connect is a systematically neutral 3D virtual tabletop that lets you connect with friends to play role-playing games just as you are around the right table. Here's a look at setting
up and starting a session: Tabletop Connect Sample Session You play in the right 3D environment - with miniatures, terrain tiles, simulated physics cubes, character sheets and materials - you can almost feel the dice in your hands. Features: Unlike currently available virtual tabletops, Tabletop Connect
puts you right on the gaming table. Use the right 3D thumbnails on maps built using pieces of terrain, just like you would if you played face-to-face. Even sheets of characters and materials have a real-world look, so you can arrange them on the table however you want. Tabletop Connect solves a common
gaming problem, what can my character see? With real-time lighting and shadows, combined with a line of sight, you'll definitely know if you can see that goblin or not. With automatic mapping, the underlying map is permanently revealed for all areas the players have seen. You can forget about the
manual installation of the fog of war. There's no need to count the squares anymore. The cost of movement for players is shown on the map. You can even adjust your walking distances color, filling, filling, Run. The mapping software is fast. The click-and-drag interface lets you quickly look at your map.
Character sheets can be created from any source that can generate a JPEG or PNG graphics file. You'll fill in your strength or hit numbers just like on any actual character list. With 3D dice and real simulations of physics, you'll have the pleasure of rolling handfuls of dice for a major attack. Seeing dice on
a table is much more satisfying than seeing 10D6 = 32 in a text window. There's no DRM. You can install Tabletop Connect on as many computers as you need. Keep a copy on your desktop computer and install another one on your laptop when you're on the road. However, you will not be able to use
the same license multiple times during the same session. You can try it out, right now. There's less than a week left – by pledges, you'll have immediate access to the alpha version and you'll continue to get two-week updates throughout development. Coherent AI: Tabletop Connect uses a coherent AI as
some of the rich improvements to our product are revealed. Watch the following two videos shot by Carl Pinder: Coherent AI by C. Lewis Pinder In the second video, Carl demonstrates some cool UI coherent features, such as an in-game tablet that is able to display PDFs, search the web, play videos,
access Internet utilities, stream music, and more. Enjoy it: Tabletop Connect Experimental Features Kickstarter: The project has already reached 90% of its goal with the remaining all week. If you like the project, you can support it here. We would like to wish Carl luck with this project because we expect
there to be more!  Follow Angelo on Twitter: @VenkovAngel kickstarter.com/projec...Page 2kickstarter.com/projec... I just came across this. I know nothing but a demo short animated gif looked awesome. Does anyone know about them? Kickstarter is via FYI login or registration to remove this ad It's
definitely impressive looking, but I doubt it will be very versatile like, say, Roll20. Maybe in 10 years. What gives other VTTs an advantage is that you can use assets from any source you want. You can download maps and chips online or make your own and use them in your game. But with something like
this, you're pretty limited to what developers make themselves, and it just won't be enough. Has anyone used Talespire (I think it's an early release). I'm ok (maybe) if my VTT is really about recreating the table, and using DnDBeyond, not fancy VTT that automates everything. (but I bought Foundry for
sale) Here is a recent actual game session One of the reasons for the incredible reappearance of desktop role-playing is the ease of playing online. All you need is some decent voice-over-IP software and you're off to racing. Alternatively, you can use virtual desktop software such as Roll20 or Fantasy
Grounds for flexible and two-dimensional iscu. the icu. none of these solutions replicate the truly sumptuous types of miniatures and terrains that table-table lovers drool over. TaleSpire, the new virtual platform for the kickstarter table, wants to change that. TaleSpire is the brainchild of a small team of
developers in Bouncyrock, based in Norway. With a background in modding isometric role-playing games on a PC, they know a thing or two about creating and manipulating digital means, and they put all that experience into the interface for TaleSpire. I spent the morning tinkering with the early alche of
the system, and found that my whole life was spent using WASD keys and a traditional mouse all I needed to quickly throw away the dungeon and fill it with monsters. Bouncyrock Ali where TaleSpire differentiates itself with its scale. According to Bouncyrock's Kickstarter video, the goal is to build a
system robust enough to create some of the most iconic desktop gaming cities. Imagine downloading a player-made waterdeep map, along with sound and light effects, for your next campaign. Bouncyrock's campaign has just begun, with 43 days left. With a modest question of $127,185, they are already
more than a third of the way there. Stretch goals include a customizable rules system ($225,000) and cyberpunk-themed assets ($275,000). The campaign runs through Gen Con, the largest national tableplay convention, and ends on August 8.
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